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A History of Time

The Complicated Clock 
For this edition of our series that asks timekeeping 
experts to talk about the works that they see as truly 
iconic, David Poole FBHI, independent clock maker and 
Past Master of the Worshipful Company of Clockmakers, 
talks about the merits of complicated clocks.

If you are interested in complicated watches, you will be fascinated 
and delighted by complicated clocks. The market place for watches 
is almost awash with a wide range of wristwatches, each combining 
features that gradually extend the boundaries of complexity and 
enhance timekeeping. In contrast, the world of clockmaking boasts 
just a handful of artist craftsmen producing individual or small 
batches of beautifully made pieces.

There is a sharp distinction between the demand for modern clocks 
and modern watches. The individual clockmaker cannot hope to 
match the huge advertising budgets of the major manufacturers 
of modern mechanical wristwatches. Sadly, as a consequence, the 
watch collector and the connoisseur are frequently unaware of the 
opportunities that exist.  

The complicated clock complements the home rather than the wrist 
but it is, nevertheless, just as personal – often much more so. A 
clock made to commission is actually designed and made for the 
individual collector. For the creator of unique timepieces, the whole 
process from start to finish provides immense satisfaction – a clock 
may take a year to produce from the initial design and includes the 
construction of a large number of tiny parts, which interact to produce 
a masterpiece. It is not the result of an engineering approach but a 
creative endeavour to produce each precision working component 
to fulfil its function elegantly. 

Bespoke delight
One aspect that I never actually considered when I first started 
making clocks is the immense pleasure given to the client, lasting 
long after the piece is completed. The sentiments of a couple who 
commissioned a commemorative timepiece to celebrate a wedding 
anniversary sum it up: “It is one of our most treasured possessions, 
and we are so glad that we bought it.”

But a clock is not just a clock. There are so many variations and 
during my career as a clockmaker I have specialised in regulator 
clocks; the regulator has always been rather special whether for use 
in the scientific observatory or a timekeeper in the watchmaker’s 
workshop. For most people the term will conjure up an image of a 
large freestanding Victorian clock, but this ignores the fact that the 
same qualities can be applied to an exquisite table regulator that 
would complement any home. 

The traditional robust construction of a table regulator and attention 
to detail spell a quality generally absent from the more common 
longcase clock or bracket clock. In every regulator clock, there are 
measures to help achieve accurate timekeeping such as temperature 
and, perhaps, barometric compensation and there is always a small 

subsidiary power source to prevent the hands coming to a standstill 
during winding. The dead-beat escapement conveys the precision of 
a machine relentlessly providing accurate timekeeping second after 
second after second.  

For the purist the desire to commission a timekeeper with a particular 
escapement may be the ultimate objective but the opportunities 
available are so much broader – a calendar giving the day and date 
or day, date and month; a moonphase dial, a centre seconds hand. 
And the breadth of opportunity is only just beginning; the clock 
might be of eight days duration, a month or even six months. We 
have not yet considered innovative devices such as the perpetual 
calendar mechanism powered by a small falling weight so as not to 
interfere with a constant power source driving the clock. 

Whatever the variation in complexity, some features are standard 
– an attention to detail, the endeavour to use the finest materials 
and achieve the highest standard of workmanship. Jewels produced 
especially  for clocks, reduce friction and  each screw is individually 
made, polished and blued. Even the case is designed and made 
by the same craftsman so that it complements the movement. The 
fitting of the movement to the case is elegant and unobtrusive, all 
part of the approach to design.

A small piece of perfection
One particular design brief required a centre seconds table 
regulator movement incorporating the date, day and month with 
moonphase dial. The centre seconds train is extensively jewelled and 
incorporates a jewelled dead-beat escapement; concealed inside 
the fusee is the mechanism for sun and planet maintaining power. 
Research and experiment were required to design the compound 
pendulum so that at every other beat of the pendulum the seconds 
hand aligns exactly with the markings on the dial. 

The under-dial work shows the subsidiary dials hidden behind the 
dial itself; just the day, date and month show through apertures in 
the dial. An innovative mechanism was developed especially for this 
particular piece to ensure the name of the month changes positively; 
correctors are present enabling the date to be changed at the touch 
of a finger. A safety mechanism prevents any possible damage in 
case the owner tries to change the date when the mechanism is 
engaged. The moonphase dial comprises three silver moons set into 
a blued steel ‘sky’ geared by a carefully designed mechanism, which 
ensures a minimum of error. 

Yes, a complicated clock made to commission can be truly fascinating…

Further information: clocks@davidpoole.co.uk  



Top row (left to right)): Completing a moonphase regulator movement. An elegant perpetual calendar regulator clock, one month duration 
with rosewood case; A detail view showing the ‘ball’ moon feature of a wall regulator clock; Second row: Table regulator dial with calendar 
and moonphase; With the dial removed, a complicated mechanism is revealed; A detail view showing the construction of the ‘ball’ moon. 
Third row: An innovative corrector mechanism for the moonphase dial; The ‘ball’ moon regulator movement;  A unique calendar and 
equation of time mechanism. Bottom row: Between the plates of a jewelled centre seconds movement with fusee; The ‘tipsy’ key is safely 
stored in the case; The highly finished movement is visible through the gold plated case of this table regulator.
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